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ALIMONY FACTORS WORKSHEET

A. Recipient’s ability to be self supporting

B. Time necessary for the party seeking alimony to gain sufficient education
            or training to enable that party to find suitable employment

C. Standard of living established during marriage

1. Characterize that standard

a. Examples

D. Duration of marriage

E. Contributions of parties to marriage

1. W- monetary
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2. H - monetary

3. W- non-monetary

4. H - non-monetary

5. Circumstances contributing to estrangement
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6. Ages of parties

a. H

b. W

7. Physical and mental condition

a. W- physical

b. W- mental

c. H - physical

d. H - mental

8. Ability of party from whom alimony is sought to meet that party’s needs    
 while meeting the needs of the party seeking alimony

9. Any agreement between the parties

a. (*Agreement*)
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10. Financial needs and resources of each party

a. (*Financial Statement*)

b. (Wife): income and assets, including property that does not
produce income

c. (Husband): income and assets, including property that does not
produce income
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d. Monetary award and Use and Possession

e. Nature and amount of financial obligations of Wife

f. Nature and amount of financial obligations of Husband

g. Right of Husband to receive retirement

h. Right of Wife to receive retirement

11. Indefinite
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a. Due to age, illness, infirmity, or disability,  the party seeking
alimony cannot be reasonably expected to make substantial 
progress toward becoming self-supporting

b. Even after the party seeking alimony will have made as much
progress toward becoming self-supporting as can reasonably be
expected, the respective standards of living of the parties will be
unconscionably disparate.
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